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About This Game

We love classic RTS games like Age of Empires and Starcraft - Viking Village is our tribute to those timeless games.

Viking Village is a minimalist real-time strategy/base defense hybrid game in which you build and defend a village from evil
knights. Collect resources, build archer towers at strategic positions and control melee Viking warriors directly to survive.

Attack enemy village and destroy their village fire to win. Capture powerful barbarian from the forest to add to your defense.
Even control deer directly if you need some extra attack power! Attack pirate camps to get some extra resources.

Game Modes:
- Adventure: Defeat enemy villages on randomly generated islands.

- Rogue Lite: Defeat enemy villages just with your hero + army. Hero gets only one life.
- Tower Rush: Destroy all enemy towers on the map.
- Survive 20 days: Defend your village for 20 days.

- Village Vs Village: Classic RTS mode. Attack enemy Village and destroy their village fire to win the game.
- Quick Survival: No buildings and villagers. Just your hero, pet and units defending against constant waves of enemies.

- Infinite: Survive as many days as possible. Enemies become stronger each night.
- Sandbox: No resource limits. Pure mindless fun!

- Build a Ship: Defend the village long enough to build a ship.
- Peaceful: No enemies. Just build a peaceful village.
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Features:
- Train Villagers, Warriors and Archers

- Create farms, mines and plant trees to gather resources
- Take control of deer and attack enemies with them!

- Defeat pirates to get resources, or hire them to protect your village
- Capture the Barbarian, and he will defend the village and even gathers resources by killing pirates!

- Defeat the Pirate Captain, to have a powerful unit to watch over your village. Alternatively, just give some resources to hire
him!

- Play in top-down view or control a warrior in 3rd person mode
- Villagers are completely AI controlled, so that you can focus on building and combat

- Beautiful graphics
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Title: Viking Village
Genre: Action, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Limitless Fun, LLC
Publisher:
Limitless Fun, LLC
Release Date: 24 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: with 128 MB VRAM compatible with DirectX 8

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English
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In short: Raw state , very early release .

Loading screen is painful, caracter is all over the place with lag and freezes.
Night cycle maybe too dark, UI needs rework too cause items names and section names are too tiny to see prop.
Controls sometimes a bit unresponsive even after remapping keys.

No multiplayer yet.

Wait for further development if you want to play without major issues.

I've been following this title for a long time now , i've seen the progress they made already and i believe in a couple of months
game will be better than ever.

that's the reason why i still give it a plus + regardless obvious problems .. The Game is worth playing. The Artwork is fantastic,
the music is great. The plot is very interesting too. But I have to say, that I'm a little dissapointed that there are a few girls you
can't date, but have really interresting characters.
BUT: I have to say, if you look for hot scenes, you rather buy it on the website. Challenging and engaging game. Very well
done! Really fun to play.. Fun game enjoyed playing it. Linux]TLDR; No 4k, Buggy, Hold off. EDIT for Patch 1 below (still
negative) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Patch one broke what was able to be worked around. 

* I've tried it all. Reinstalled twice (over 2GB combined)
* Tried different resolutions
* Tried removing the cache to let it rebuild
* Tried the new "rage quit" (Alt+F4) -- that doesn't work. All this game understand is "Rage SIGKILL"
* Tried letting it "load longer" per dev recommendation in forum -- for i7/1070 on ultra low, I think that 5 minutes of letting it
heat the system and core (read: multithreaded bug) was "long enough".
Previously it would load in seconds.
* The first patch, while a good faith effort by a small team, was ultimately a major regression.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The details, as this is my first negative review (I usually reason my way out of it, but several things need to be said for now)

Read before you buy:

- The best review possible is the GOL review and the feedback. Several of us worked a long time to get this running properly.

- At the moment, I think it's somewhere around 1.5 - 2 working installs out of 3 on that page. (My own opinions - paid for this
game with $)

Positive:
- Such a great idea and definitely a unique experience.
- I'm not refunding it at the moment because I believe the team will make it better. Once that happens I will update this review.
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- I follow the releases in my library, so know that if this isn't updated it isn't yet a recommendation for this guy.

Cheers --. It\u2018a very funny game, a very interesting game. Play alone or play together!
Love it when I play with my friends, just a relax and charming game(I don't know why I say that, but that's what I felt!!!)
I'd like a online mode with others on internet, and that will be more fun!!!
I recommend the game, you should have a try. Trust me(if you are not addicted to fps or the similar....xd).. Very good slav game
with hardbass, squatting gopniks, wodka, russian weapons, and of course communism. Highly recommend this game, but only if
ur slav enough... where are the semitchki?!

Found all the Anime Posters btw. After watching some harsh YouTube reviews I decided to buy this anyway....

I'm a super casual Snooker fan, and for me this game provides 99% of the thrills and skills of the game.

The mechanics feel perfect, and whilst the option of a practice table is a major miss (as is the create a player) this is a really
solid snooker game.

If you like snooker, buy this game!!!. I am a huge fan of mixed martial arts and never had a chance to play this game when it
came out in 2007. I gave this game a chance but even the menu is flawed to begin with. You cannot choose full screen if you
want a resolution at 1080p or even near that, furthermore the game has problems being compatible on the newest windows 10
update. Even if you get the game to run through compatability mode it is hard to see what is going on as the game truly looks
awful. I don't think it's just me either as i looked in the forums and even those that got past the game being outdated have said
the content is heavily pay to win. I don't know if this is true but the average gamer is going to be turned off by the fact you can't
run the game in full screen or at a decent resolution. On the positive side i got 1000 plus fps on game but what does that matter
when the game plays as bad as it looks.

For those of you that are looking for a free to play MMO look elsewhere as even on steam there is tons of better options than
this. 1 out of 10 for this sack of ♥♥♥♥ game.. I wouldn't be able to recommend this game, not because it is a bad game. I do
not recommend Warlocks Vs Shadows as a Single player game. The state of online multiplayer is incredibly poor. That leaves
local co-op as the only viable option in terms of getting any long term enjoyment out of it. If you would like to see more in
depth coverage, you can check out my video here. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSI-UA9yOZ0
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A puzzle game with not too complex mechanics but don't let that fool you. It gets progressively harder to maneuver around those
simple rules as the levels become more complex. The game consists of 40 levels which will keep you busy for a few hours,
depending on how good you are in figuring out the strategy for each of them. The game tells a story with little texts and quote
for every act and chapter. The music is soothing, nothing spectacular but fitting the theme of the game.

While I do not agree on the price point given the time I spent clearing the game, I definitely had my fun and I usually do not
play puzzle games at all. If you like those short games to waste some time now and then, go ahead. You will not be
disappointed.. good, but i'd recommend CM² more.. if one officer dies its game over. Great game. kinda short but whatever.
sequels have lots of potential. advice: continue this story and also feature characters from the show. A really cute, silly game
where you play as a dog or a cat and steal food. You can also play as Cure Macaron! ♥. Considering gold is worth about
$40,000 per kilo, this gold armour is a steal!. Being at fan of the yester year point n click adventure games, i found the
mechanics of this one a little odd and took a little convincing to get used to. the game play also was a little annoying at times not
moving to where you wanted to go and unable to click cancel quickly when a mistaken click was made. The minigames where a
nice different touch to the game and the story line was pretty good and didnt feel repetitive and defo kept me wanting to know
more and carry on playing. Without putting any spoilers in I will say the last chapter 10 was a little disappointing and could of
have been a little more adventurous. All in all i would recommend this game and would play it again but not as much as my favs
like BS and MI. This is a little gem made by FIVE-BN GAMEs who also do the Lost Lands games that I like. Has nice art and
voice plus all the Steam features. Good HOG.
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